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Radiation Flux in Sunspot Umbrae. 
Paptr II. . 

By 

A. S. R,.UIASATIL\'~, Kodaikanal Obserntory, India. 

With 1 Figure. 

r El'll(JB{}allgen am 3. Febrvnr 1961.) 

The ra.tio of umbra! intensity to photospheric intensity as a function of wa.ve· 
length has been studied in the case of four fairly large spots in the wa.velength 
range 4000 A - 6500 A. The relative spectrophotometric gradient baa been eva· 
luated for each spot. 

Introduction. 
In a prerious paperl by A. K. DAS and A. S. RAMANATllAX the radia· 

tion flux across a single spot of large size obserTed. under excellent 
conditions has been studied in some detail in the 4ooo.A. wavelength 
region. With a ,iew to extend the flux measurements to the whole 
visible region, spectra of four sunspots of considerable umbral area 
were obtained in December.January 1952-53. The Koda.ikanal num· 
bers of the spots. the dates of observation, the dates of central meridian 
passage and the true a.reas of the spots in Greenwich units are given in 
Table 1. All the spectrograms were secured under good sky conditions 
in the morning when the definition was good. .Also the spectra. were 
photographed when t,he spot.s were at or very near the central meridian. 
More than a hundred pla.tes were taken in all and each plate contained 
a set of five spectra. of a spot, a spectrum of the limb for determining 
the correction for scattering and a set of standardisation marks which 
were obtained in the manner described in paper I. 

Experimental Def4ils. 

The spectrograms were obtained with a large plane grating spectro. 
graph in Littrow mounting fed by an IS·inch Foucault siderosta.t and 
a 12·inch three-component Cooke photo.visual objective giving a con· 
stant focal length of about 21 feet over the spectral range from the near 
ultra\"iolet to the red. All the spectra were photographed in the 2nd 
order of the grating where the dispersion was nearly 1.5.A. per mm. 
Exposures were made in succession in the H and K region, g region, 

: Hereafter referred to as paper I. 
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Hp-regioll, llg-b region. N'a-D l'egion and in thl" H. region. In all casE'S 

suitable filtel's WeJ'e tlsed to suppress the overlapping spectra. The 
photographic plates userl Wl"re Dfurd Special Rapid Panchromatic fo]' 
the Hz, Xa-D and lIg-b regions, flford Seloehrome for the Hp region 
and the Dforcl ProceSs for the g and Hand K regions. The slit. width 
was kept const.unt at 0.04 mm. Ench plate (81!2 in .. 61/ 2 in.) contained 
five spectra of \'Iuying densities covering n range tlf about 250 A. 
A spE'ctnlDl of the sun's limb was also photo/-rraphed on each plate b~' 
fOCUSBing the sun's image on t.he slit plate in such a Wll~' that the ver
tical diametel' of the image coinci<led with the length of thl" slit. The 
standardisation spect.rn were obtained with an auxiliarr spectrograph 
which was the grating spectrograph used for measurements described 
in paper I. For this im-est.igation one could conveniently hare used lesser 
dispersion so a.s to co,\"er It larger range of wavelengths on each plate, 
but in \-iew of the fact that the same plates were intended to be used 
for the stud~- of t.he profill'S of some metallic lines in the spot spectrum, 
the abo\-e dispersion was llecessary. Of all the plates taken, only those 
(about 60 in number) which had the finest definition and showed clear 
demarcations between the umbra, the penumbra and the photosphere were 
selected for microphotomet.ry. On each plate about eight w8.relengths 
were chosen ,,'here there was a good continuous spectrum and the 
microphotometer runs were made ill the continuum parallel to the 
Fraunhofer lines, using the Cambridge Reoording llicrophotometer of 
this obserl'&tory. 

In all cases the central inte-nsity of the umbra was computed as a frac
tion of that of the adjacent photosphere. A corre(.-tion for scattering 
was made following WoUnERs' method in the malUler described in 
paper I. It was found tha.t in most of the cases the correction was either 
nil or '\"ery small except for spot No. KKL 9929 which, due to its smaller 
umbral area, required a scattering correction varying between :2 and 10% 
for the various spectral regions. 

It has been mentioned in paper I that Mn.NE and UNSOLD in their 
theoretical work have assumed that the ratio of umbral intensity to 
photospheric intensity is about the same for all spots. However, recent 
observers such as WORXELL, WUDEBS,l\IIOHABD actually find that the 
c.entral flux decreases with increasing al'Ca of the spots. The present 
observatioDs in the case of KKL 9920, KKL 9922 and KKL 9930 in
dicate a similar trend; only KKL 9929 gives the opposite trend al
though one perhaps may not rely too much OD this spot on account of 
the considerable scattering corrections required in this case. But as only 
four spots are obsen-ed in the present series this conclusion regarditIg 
the variation of umbra! flux with area. needs further confirmation by 
observations of sunspots under equa.lly good sky conditions. 
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lJEtl!.l'miJ1U,lOJI oj the Gradu/ntoll - J -~ . 

Since the \'iolet region of t.he soll1.r spectrum is crowded "ith strong 
Fraunhofer lines it is difficult to assign a definite colour temperature 
to the solllr photosphere Ilnd thel'efore to the sunspot for the spectral 
range comprising the entire visible region. A more satisfactory method of 
(!omparison of the energy ill the umbra of a spot with that of the photo-
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sphere ,vill be to evaluate the spectrophotometric gradient defined by 
G d[lnls (J.)/Ip (All ., 30 d loglO Is (J.)llp (1) fi th 

sp = - d (II).) ... - .. ' d (1/1) or e wave-
length range considered. Here Is (l) and 11' (l) represent the inten
sity of radiation in the spot umbra and the photoephere in the inter
nl between the wavelengths l and A + tll respectively. Since in 
the visible region l '1' is small I(A. I') can ~ery well be represented by 
WIli::N'S Law, in which case the expression for the gradient reduces to 

GSP=CI(-~B - ~1')=J-;·t where Tsand Pp represent the colour 
temperatures of the spot umbra and of the photosphere respectively. 

A.~y 10810 :! ~~t WILB plotted against ! (.1. being expressed in!) 
for each spot sepa.rately (see f~. 1) and the line of best fit was deter
mined by the method of least squares, The slopes of these lines when 
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multiplied by - 2.30 give the gradient.s for the ,-aliolts spots which 
are given in the sixth column of Table 1. 

Table 1 

Dllte of Area of th~ Are" of tile .J '; • 10-' A 

I!pot~o. ' Dare. of centro I spot in umbra In ,!.~n~!~11!I_rnlt~) _ "" millionths millionths of - " oherm tlou. merhliRD of the \'i.lble th .. ,'blble II) }'rom 
pauagf.l 11) FI'<JI1l hemisphere hemisphere 

HI':ulif'lIt~ I nten.itil'~ 
Ilt .. :;000 A 

KKL9920 Dec. IS, Dec. IS, 470 85 6.6!i 6.44 
19,20, 1952 
1952 

KKL9922 Dec.2O, Dec. 20, 285 00 5.55 5.35 
22,23, 1952 
1952 

KKL9929 Jan. 10, Jan. 12, 175 29 5.41 4.99 
11,12,1953 1953 

KKL9930 Jan. 14, Jan. 15, 177 40 3.75 3.45 
15,1953 1953 

It is now worthwhile to compare these gradients with those calculated 
from the radiation temperatures for the spot and the photosphere for 
a mean wavelength, say, 5000 A, For this purpose the radiation temper. 
atures, T 8 and T p for the spot and the photosphere respectively were 
caJ.cu1.ated by PLANCK's Law making use of MULDERS \Talue for the 
absolute intensity for A 5000 at the centre of the disc and the ratio 

118,5000 (average of 3 wavelengths at 4950 A, 5000 A and 5050 A.) from 
P'IODO 

the present measurements. The T"alues of (')9 [~s - ;p] thus obtained 

are incorporated in column 7 of table 1. The agreement between the 
two values of the gradients appears to be very satisfactory. 

In conclusion it is my pleasant duty to thank Dr. A. K. DA.S, Director 
of this observatory for his encouragement and guidance during the 
course of this work. My thanks are a.1so due to Prof. Dr. A. UNSOLD 

who kindly read through the paper and offered nluable criticism. 
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